[The Script Concordance Test: A multimodal teaching tool].
In recent years, there has been a major interest in assessing learners during their medical education. The core of medical competence is the clinical reasoning that should be acquired by all medical actors. Its assessment includes the ability to integrate and apply different types of knowledge, weigh critical evidence and think about the process used to have a diagnosis. French faculties of medicine will have to include it in the training and evaluation of students during 2017. It should therefore be part of the new docimological modalities of the computerized "Épreuves Classantes Nationales" from 2020 onwards. In this article, we did a specific review of the literature concerning the theoretical foundations, methodology and use of Script Concordance Test (SCT) in the field of health. To do so, we used the PubMed, EMBASE and PsycINFO databases and selected articles in English and French language using the following keywords alone or in combination: script, concordance, script concordance test, medical studies, validity, fidelity, psychometric properties. We have found 62 articles that matched our search. Built on a well-targeted methodology, the SCT is a reliable and valid pedagogical tool. It can discriminate the levels of practice between medical students, residents and medical doctors, evaluate the progression and skills of clinical reasoning. It can be administered online, in multicentric centers, at a national or international level. There are, however, limitations that teachers must take into account.